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PROFITABILITY IN 2019 AND BEYOND
Sound accounting leads to a more profitable professional services company.
Introduction
Law firm partners are busy. We understand that. This ebook doesn’t address the day-to-day duties and tasks
associated with running a firm; but rather, defines ways to make your firm more profitable.

From financial threats and fraud, to tax reform changes that impact you, your firm, and staff, we are here to help
Move Your Company Forward by providing information you need to be even more successful.
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4 FINANCIAL THREATS TO YOUR
FIRM’S LONG-TERM SURVIVAL
Even with the economy on the upswing, many in
the legal industry face precarious times, and they
may not realize it. Several threats in particular
could jeopardize your firm’s financial future.
1. Long-Term Debt
Overborrowing is perhaps the most significant
risk for some law firms. It’s not unusual for firms
to splurge on large office space with high-end
furniture, cutting edge technology and other
trimmings that usually come with high fixed costs
in the form of financing. Such debt can
undermine a firm’s bottom line, making it
challenging to generate enough revenues to
cover their expenses.

Further, if your long-term debt exceeds the value
of your assets and cash on hand, you’re
essentially borrowing against future partner
earnings. This could cause long-term financial
issues and even prompt valued partners to jump
ship.
2. Unfunded Obligations to Retired Partners
Many established firms are plagued by unfunded
retirement obligations. Like long-term debt,
payments to retired partners under partnership
agreements dating back years or even decades —
to a time of shorter expected lifespans — divert
profits from current partners.

If more than 1% or 2% of your revenues are going
to what are basically annuities for inactive
partners, you’re in danger when it comes to both
cash flow and partner retention. A related
potential problem is a lack of succession
planning.
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3. Overcompensation of Current Attorneys
Compensating active attorneys also can be risky
for a firm’s finances. The urge to expand (more
on this below) causes many firms to offer large
guaranteed salaries to lateral hires, especially
those regarded as rainmakers. But what if those
laterals don’t produce the expected revenues?
After all, guarantees effectively remove profitbased incentives to bring their clients over and
develop new business.
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High, unwarranted salaries can obviously reduce firm profitability, not to mention the resentment they can cause
among colleagues. They might even push your incumbent attorneys to test the waters elsewhere in hope of
landing similar deals.
4. Ill-Advised Expansion
As noted above, guaranteed salaries often stem from the desire to expand. Law firms operate in an environment
where growth is frequently seen as the ultimate hallmark of success. In fact, some firms are continually
expanding, seemingly just for growth’s sake. However, not all growth is good growth — and that can have
negative financial repercussions.

Opening new offices that aren’t necessary and don’t pay for themselves or promoting attorneys to partner status
for reasons other than merit can backfire. You may well increase your firm’s liabilities without generating the
revenues needed to offset the debt, let alone increase profitability. Worse, you could leave your firm without the
financial flexibility and agility to react to changes in the market or jump on unexpected opportunities.
Forewarned is Forearmed
Being aware of these threats is half the battle. Your financial advisors can help you prevail in the other half by
making the necessary adjustments to overcome or avoid financial threats that might hold back your firm, now or
down the road.
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WHAT’S YOUR FIRM WORTH?
Law firms generally don’t pay as much attention
to their value as, say, technology companies or
public corporations, but a variety of circumstances
can trigger the need for a firm valuation. Although
attorneys may often deal with business valuations
in the course of their work for clients, they might
be surprised to learn how law firm valuations can
differ.
When do you need a valuation?
A firm valuation may be in order for:
• A partner buyout,
• Tax purposes,
• Partnership disputes,
• Divorces involving partners,
• Life insurance purposes,
• Buy-sell agreements,
• Financial reporting, or
• Bankruptcy proceedings.

One of the most common scenarios for a law firm
valuation is the sale of the firm — even when the
sale isn’t imminent. For solo practitioners or
partners in smaller firms, for example, the sales
price, as based on a valuation, could be an
important part of retirement planning.
What factors affect value?
Your firm’s value will likely be based on its
historical gross receipts (used to project future
income) and its assets. The valuation will consider
both tangible assets, such as real estate, furniture
and equipment, and intangible assets.

A law firm’s most significant intangible asset is
typically its goodwill, the value of which could
even exceed the value of its tangible assets.
Goodwill represents factors such as the practice’s
location, name, reputation, client base, staff,
policies and procedures, and other characteristics
that are separate from the attributes of the firm’s
individual attorneys. This “practice goodwill”
assumes clients would stay at the firm even if
individual partners were to leave.
Which valuation method applies?
Businesses are usually valued using one of three
methods:
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1. Market value. The market-based approach is less useful for law firms, as it can be difficult to find
comparable guideline transactions.
Photo: Wesley Tingey
2. Asset value. The asset approach computes the fair market value of a business based on its balance sheet
assets and liabilities. Because law firms often use cash basis financial reporting, goodwill probably won’t
appear on the balance sheet, meaning the asset approach won’t give any value to a firm’s goodwill
without additional calculations.
3. Income value. The income approach may prove most suitable for law firms. The valuator estimates the
firm’s future earnings and applies a risk-based multiplier (generally, between 0.5 and 3.0). Calculation of
the multiplier considers factors like the current book of business, geographic location, number of clients,
practice areas and potential for repeat business.
Expertise Matters
Turn to qualified valuators for accurate and reliable valuations. Training, experience and familiarity with the
industry, as well as the applicable standards and methods, are critical.
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FRAUD PREVENTION—IT’S TIME TO UPDATE YOUR FIRM’S INTERNAL
CONTROLS
Fraud in corporate America is nothing new. Yet many law firms overlook the issue in their own organization. Does
your firm have internal controls to prevent fraudulent activities? And if so, when was the last time those controls
were reviewed and updated?
Identifying Risks
Law firms enjoy certain protections from fraud, but they also harbor specific risks. For example, on-site
management by a team of professional owners can make it more difficult for thieves to carry out elaborate and
costly schemes. But law firm partners also are more likely to override internal controls. Even if you have internal
controls, you must enforce and regularly update them. Otherwise, your firm may be just as vulnerable to fraud as
firms that have taken no precautionary measures.

What’s more, work environments where there’s considerable pressure to meet ambitious financial and
performance goals can turn normally upright employees into lawbreakers. And it doesn’t help matters that some
firms are lax in punishing perpetrators because of the fear of bad publicity.
Training Staff
The first step in any internal control program is to make sure attorneys and staff members understand what
constitutes fraud — and how they can steer clear of it. Describe and provide examples of illegal and unethical
behavior, and explain how employees can help prevent and deter them by adhering to your firm’s internal
controls. Also specify the consequences of breaking the rules. For example, an employee who falsifies timesheets
may be immediately terminated.
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Train partners and managers in spotting potential perpetrators and suspicious behavior. People who commit
occupational fraud may exhibit control issues, such as an unwillingness to share duties, files or billing records,
irritability or defensiveness when confronted about irregularities, or unusually close associations with vendors.
Provide reporting guidelines and a process for investigating such suspicions.
Preventing Fraud
So where to start? Study your firm’s policies, procedures and processes for potential vulnerabilities. This includes
hiring, payroll, billing, collections and IT security. At the very least, ensure your firm:

Screens employees. When you hire anyone (including lateral partners), perform credit and criminal background
checks and verify résumé items related to past employment, education, military service and professional
certification. The federal Fair Credit Reporting Act generally requires you to obtain a person’s permission to run a
credit check, and some states allow credit checks only for positions with certain financial responsibilities.
Separates duties. Make sure no single employee is in charge of purchasing and approving vendors or receiving
payments and depositing them. It can be difficult to spread duties among several employees in a smaller firm, so
consider outsourcing some accounting functions. Also, never let a non-partner sign checks: This is perhaps the
easiest avenue for fraud. You may even want to require that two partners sign checks above a certain amount.
Reconciles records. Periodically reconcile overlapping financial records. For example, compare receipts that are
recorded in your billing system to revenues recorded in your accounting system and then cross-check those
numbers with your bank deposits. Review paper and online bank statements regularly, looking for inappropriate
transactions.
Conducts surprise audits. Audits don’t have to be top-to-bottom reviews of your firm’s finances — they can focus
more narrowly on areas of concern such as accounts payable. To discourage fraud, let employees know that
unannounced audits are possible at any time, but don’t let them know what data or records the auditors will
review.
Avoiding Surprises
You may think that fraud happens only in the nonlegal sector at other law firms. To avoid any unpleasant
surprises — such as damaging financial losses — at your firm, ask your financial advisor to perform a thorough risk
assessment. Use your advisor’s findings to create or bolster a comprehensive internal controls program. Then
make sure that these rules are enforced consistently.
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A CLOSER LOOK AT NEW BUSINESS TAX REFORMS
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) provides businesses with more than just lower income tax rates and other
provisions you may have heard about. Here’s an overview of some lesser-known, business-friendly changes under
the new law, along with a few changes that could affect some businesses adversely.
Good News
Many of the new law’s provisions will reduce the amount of taxes your business will owe, starting in 2018. Here
are four examples that you might not be familiar with:
Faster Depreciation for Certain Real Property
For property placed in service after December 31, 2017, the separate definitions of qualified leasehold
improvement property, qualified restaurant property and qualified retail improvement property are eliminated.
Under the TCJA, those items are now lumped together under the description of qualified improvement property,
which can be depreciated straight-line over 15 years.
New Credit for Employer-Paid Family and Medical Leave
For wages paid tax years beginning after December 31, 2017, and before January 1, 2020, the TCJA allows
employers to claim a general business tax credit equal to 12.5% of wages paid to qualifying employees while
they’re on family or medical leave. There’s a hitch: You must pay the employee at least 50% of his or her normal
wage while on leave.

Additionally, the credit rate increases by 0.25% for each percentage point that the wage rate paid while on leave
exceeds 50% of the normal rate. However, the maximum credit rate is 25%. For example, if you pay an employee
© 2019 Lang Allan & Company
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60% of her normal wage rate while on leave, you could qualify for a general business credit equal to 15% (12.5% +
(10 x 0.25%)), if all other conditions are met.
Important: To be eligible for the credit, the employer must provide all qualifying full-time employees at least two
weeks of annual paid family and medical leave. Part-time employees must be given proportional leave time.
Bad News
The tax breaks provided by the TCJA will cost the federal government a significant amount of revenue. As a result,
the bill needed to raise revenue through other tax law changes. Here are two examples:
Less Favorable Treatment of Carried Interests
Historically, private equity funds and hedge funds have been structured as limited partnerships. Under prior law,
carried interest arrangements allowed private equity fund and hedge fund managers to give up their right to
receive current fees for their services and, instead, receive an interest in future profits from the private
equity/hedge fund partnership. These arrangements are called “carried interests” because a private equity/hedge
fund manager doesn’t pay anything for the partnership profits interest. To add to the appeal, the private
equity/hedge fund manager isn’t taxed on the receipt of the carried interest (because it’s not considered to be a
taxable event).

The tax planning objective of carried interest arrangements is to trade current fee income for partnership profits
interest. Current fee income would be treated as high-taxed ordinary income and subject to federal employment
taxes. But a partnership profits interest is expected to generate future long-term capital gains that will be taxed at
lower rates.
For tax years beginning after 2017, carried interest arrangements face a major hurdle: The TCJA imposes a threeyear holding period requirement in order for profits from certain partnership interests received in exchange for
the performance of services to be treated as low-taxed, long-term capital gains.
Self-Created Intangible Assets No Longer Treated as Capital Assets
Effective for dispositions in 2018 and beyond, the TCJA stipulates that certain intangible assets can no longer be
treated as favorably-taxed capital gain assets. This change affects:
• Inventions,
• Models and designs (whether or not patented), and
• Secret formulas.

The change will cover the above types of intangibles that are 1) created by the taxpayer, or 2) acquired from the
creating taxpayer with the new owner’s basis in the intangible determined by the creating taxpayer’s basis. The
latter situation could happen if the creating taxpayer gifts an intangible to another individual or contributes an
intangible to another taxable entity, such as a corporation or partnership.
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MANAGING YOUR LAW FIRM’S
CASH FLOW
Have you ever heard of a busy law firm that failed
financially? Chances are the firm suffered
problems with cash flow, the lifeblood of any
business.
The bigger a firm grows, the more it relies on cash
flow – that is, the money moving in and out of the
business during any month. Cash moves in from
clients paying for legal services; cash moves out
when firms pay for expenses like rent, employee
services, and taxes. When more money comes in
than goes out, the firm has a "positive cash flow";
if more money goes out than comes in, the firm
has a "negative cash flow."
Without a positive cash flow, firms dip into credit
lines and pay interest on the money they need to
keep their doors open. Eventually, the firm sinks
deeper and deeper into debt. And eventually, the
cost of doing business tops the revenues of that
business. Not a good thing. The solution is not
necessarily putting the brakes on growth; the
solution is actively managing cash flow. Here’s
how.
Pay Attention to Cash
You became an attorney to represent clients,
argue their cases, and make dramatic closing
statements. But your commitment to client needs
must be matched by your commitment to
understanding and maintaining accurate financial
reports that reveal how much cash is flowing in
and out. Without reliable monthly, quarterly, or
annual cash-flow reports and projections, you can’t
know how much cash is in the coffers to cover your
expenses. If you’re suffering cash flow gaps,
reconsider how faithfully you keep and consult
your financial reports.
Actively Manage Accounts Receivable
Nobody likes knocking on doors, begging clients to
pay their bills. But cash-strapped firms often don’t
have effective ways of collecting fees for service. If
you’re having a cash-flow problem, look into
speeding up your billing cycle, collecting larger
retainers, and more diligently going after past due
accounts. Consider outsourcing the accounts
receivable part of your business, and let someone
else keep track of and go after past due accounts.
© 2019 Lang Allan & Company
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Cut Back on Client Advances
Advances are funds you lay out while preparing a case, including lab fees, medical records, witness and experts’
fees, deposition costs, photocopying, and any other money you spend on behalf of the client. These advances can
quickly mount, straining your cash flow. Find ways for clients to pay directly for these services, or bill them more
frequently. If you’re a contingency fee firm, you’ll need more working capital to cover these advances.
Don’t Jump to Pay Your Bills
This doesn’t mean you should pay bills late, but don’t pay them early, either. You can improve cash flow by paying
bills on their due date, instead of when they arrive in the mail.
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IS YOUR FIRM FACING
A CASH FLOW
CRUNCH?
Cash flow is always an important
element in the smooth and
successful operation of your firm
and is particularly key in meeting
opportunities and demands.
Generating billable fees and
managing operations are, of
course, also important, but
ensuring that cash from those
fees are collected and your firm’s
daily cash flow needs are
managed efficiently and
effectively is even more
important. This is particularly
true when the economy goes
into a slump. Your firm’s
resources can be stretched to
the max and you may find
yourself scrambling to keep up
with your own accounts payable,
let alone worrying about your
receivables.
So proper planning is paramount
to be able to better avoid a
serious cash crunch in the future.
As one step in that planning, it’s
wise to diagnose your firm’s cash
flow health and ferret out any
weaknesses that could create
problems down the line. Here is a
checklist to help you get a
picture of just how healthy your
cash flow is.
If you answer “no” to any of the above questions, you may have profit and cash flow leaks in your firm. Take steps
to plug the holes before you face significant financial damage.
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CREATING A CASH BALANCE PENSION PLAN FOR YOUR FIRM
If a 401(k) plan married a defined benefit pension plan, they could give birth to a cash balance pension plan. This
hybrid retirement account is gaining favor with baby boomer employees and law firm partners. But could it be
right for your legal office?
People nearing retirement appreciate cash balance plans because the annual contribution limits are far higher
than IRA or 401(k) plans, giving people light on retirement savings a quicker way to save for their golden years.
Like traditional defined benefit plans, employers put money in the fund. But unlike traditional pension plans,
where payouts are structured as monthly payments that begin at retirement, cash balance plans make annual or
lump-sum payments based on a hypothetical account composed of employer contributions and guaranteed
interest credits hovering at around 5 percent.
Cash benefit plans are becoming increasingly popular with law firms and professionals who are approaching
retirement with underfunded 401(k) and other retirement accounts.
Here's why:
• Cash balance plan annual contribution limits are higher than some other retirement account maximums.
As of 2019, you can add $225,000 annually to a cash balance account in some cases. Also, unlike 401(k)
plans, which require support staff and associates to contribute to the plan, cash balance plans don't
require any participant contributions.
• Cash balance plan investments are managed by employers or investment managers, but payouts are not
directly affected by increases and decreases in the plan's value. In 401(k) accounts, participants pay the
price for their investment decisions.
• Cash balance plans typically are insured by the federal Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, which picks
up some pension payments if the plan is terminated or can't pay promised benefits.
By 2015, almost 10,000 cash balance plans had been launched in the United States, approaching $1 trillion in
assets. About half of these cash balance plans have been adopted by small companies and professional groups
with 10 or fewer employees. If you're looking for a good plan for your law firm, consider a cash balance plan.
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RUNNING YOUR LEGAL PRACTICE: THE CFO SOLUTION
Your law firm provides necessary services to your community. And while your focus should be on providing the
best legal advice to your clients, sometimes you might feel like you also need to be a tax and HR expert as well. It
is easy to get frustrated when all you want to do is concentrate on your law work. So how can you focus on what
you do best and still run a viable firm?
Well, you could expand your days and work 24/7 to try to handle everything. Or you can hire individuals to handle
all of these tasks for you, which can get expensive if you’re a small firm.
Or, you can hire a virtual CFO.
Running your law firm is impossible without administrative help. By deciding to tackle all of these administrative
tasks yourself, you will quickly realize that financial statements, tax planning, forecasting, cash flow, and payroll is
far more than one person can reasonably do.
The typical solution for lawyers is hiring an accountant and administrative assistant, but adding these salaries to
your payroll list can become a burden on your firm, even if the results are beneficial in the long run.
For a more economical solution, outsource these tasks to a virtual CFO. This is a service that specializes in all the
professional knowledge required to handle the business aspect of your law firm.
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Congratulations!
Now you have the basic steps to Move Your Company Forward.
______________________________

Do you need a partner to Move Your Company Forward?
Call us at 303-792-9445.

ABOUT LANG ALLAN & COMPANY CPAS PC
Lang Allan & Company CPAs PC provides audit, review and compilation attest services, tax financial accounting
and management and consulting services to small- and mid-size real estate companies. Our goal is to serve your
needs in a professional, prompt, and courteous manner.
We believe it is important for you to know we care about you and your future. We will always provide
personalized services to businesses and their owners.
At Lang Allan & Company CPAs PC we have an expertise in serving the real estate industry throughout the
greater Denver area. Through our experiences and understanding of the industry and communications with
sureties and bankers, we gain a further understanding of the issues relevant to the real estate industry.
As a client, you will be able to leverage our relationships with other professionals and gain an increased
credibility with financial institutions and bonding companies.
Our big-firm experiences, combined with small-firm service helps to Move Your Company Forward.

Location

Contact

6130 Greenwood Plaza Blvd, Ste 130
Greenwood Village, Co 80111
303-792-9445

Adam Allan, CPA
Shareholder
info@langallancpa.com
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